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Empirical Bayes approaches are discussed for estimating the mean from an exponential family 

model. A generalized linear model is _assumed, under which the mean, Jl, is related to a linear 

combination of predictor variables via a so-called link function: g(Jl) = 13 1 x1 +···+13pxp. g(") 

defmes the scale over which the systematic effects are modeled as additive. Bayes methods for this 

modeling scenario are considered that employ a conjugate exponential prior given by Albert 

(1988). These lead to (parametric) empirical Bayes estimators of the individual mean parameters. 

The conditional independence of the marginal distributions on the observations is utilized to 

construct a marginal likelihood for the hyperparameters of the model. (These include the predictor 

parameters, j3j, and a precision parameter, A.) Maximum marginal likelihood estimators are 

calculated, and then substituted into the empirical Bayes estimates for the mean parameters. 

Empirical Bayes variance estimation is also discussed, emphasizing that simple substitution of the 

maximum marginal likelihood estimates for l3j and A into the posterior variance for Jl 

underestimates the actual posterior variance. Additional terms are required to correctly estimate the 

extra variability induced by estimation of l3j and A. Specific details are provided for binomial and 

Poisson models, with added attention directed towards logistic and log-linear link specifications 

under these respective models. It is also noted that generalized linear models can be extended, 

using parametric families of link functions. These families embed specific links of interest - such 

as a logistic link - within their parametric structure. Empirical Bayes estimation under such 

extended model scenarios is addressed, with specific emphasis directed at the binomial model. 
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1. Introduction: Bayes approaches for generalized linear models 

Generalized linear models (GLMs) are extensions of well-known (normal) linear models that 

allow for departures from both the normal distribution assumption and strict equality between the 

mean parameter, J.L, and the linear predictor, 11 (McCullagh and Neider 1983). The distribution of 

the response variables, Yh from a sample of size N is given an exponential family oorm: 

(1.1) 

where c(y,cp) and b(9) are known functions, and cpi is a (set of) scale parameter(s) that will be 

assumed known. The unknown parameter ei is the natural parameter of the exponential family 

(Lehmann 1983, §1A). It is related to the mean, J.l.i = E[Yilei]. via J.l.i = b'(9i). 

Given a vector of predictor variables, x{ = [xil ···xiP], we define the linear predictor Tli = x{~. 
where pis a Px1 vector of unknown regression parameters. The classical, non-Bayes approach to 

generalized linear modeling then links Tli to J.li = b'(9u via a one-to-one function g[b'(9u] = x{~. 
The inverse link function is denoted by g-1(·). 

This generalized linear structure allows for application of a wide variety of statistical 

methodologies for estimation of the mean response vector. For example, Bayes approaches have 

been discussed for linear model estimation under the exponential family in (1.1) (Albert 1988; 

West 1985), with specific applications noted to select members of the family such as binomial 

(Leonard 1972; Ramsey 1972; Santner and Duffey 1989, §5.4; Zellner and Rossi 1984), Poisson 

(Albert 1985; Brown and Farrell1985), and of course the well-known normal distribution. The 

literature on Bayes estimation for the normal linear model is large; selected references of interest 

include Lindley and Smith (1972), Box and Tiao (1973, §2.7), Ramsey and Novick (1972), and 

Consonni and Dawid (1985). 

A conjugate Bayes analysis for GLMs was recently given by Albert (1988). Denote the prior 

means of b'(9u by mi. Then, Albert suggested use of the prior exponential form 

(1.2) 

The hyper-parameter A is assumed positive-valued. Under (1.2), one finds var[b'(9i)lmi,A] = 

E[b"(9i)lmi,A]/A. To reflect the GLM, the prior means are assumed to satisfy g(mi) = x{P 

(i=l, ... N), where g(·) is the hypothesized link function. A can then be employed as a precision 
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parameter that reflects the degree of prior belief in the GLM. As Albert (1988) notes; sending 

A-700 concentrates ~i about mi in (1.2), collapsing the model, in effect, to a non-Bayesian, 

"classical" GLM. 

In terms of the hierru:chy of models assumed under this approach, we have the sampling 

distribution for the observations 

and the prior for the natural parameters 

Since we incorporate the GLM into the model via g(mi) = x{J3, we can write the prior as 

The full Bayes approach also specifies a hyper-prior for the hyperparameters: 

1t((3,A) . 

For example, Albert (1988) chose the noninformative hyper-prior 1t((3,A.) oc (1 +Ar2 (A>O). He 

noted that this hierarchical model was therefore a generalization of the normal model from Lindley 

and Smith (1972). Albert also described computational approximations that allow for 

(unconditional) posterior inferences on the distribution of Si!y, and, in particular, on ~ly. Albert 

and Pepple (1989) described an exponential-mixture extension of this formulation, useful for 

modeling over-dispersion in GLMs. 

Conditional on A and J3- or, equivalently, on A. and 

the inverse link - the posterior distribution of ei is of the form 

with posterior mean for b'(8i) given by 

E[b'(8i)IYi·~,A] = YiCJ>i + m). 
CJ>i +A 

(1.4) 

Notice that the posterior variance for b'(8i) is var[b'(8i)lyi,mi,A] = E[b"(8i)lyi,mi,A]/(A+q>i). A 

Bayes estimator for ~i is the posterior mean in (1.4): 
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Y.m. +m·A B l"t'l 1 
J.1i = 

<i>i +A 
(i=1, ... ,N) 

conditional, of course, on A and mi (<pi known). Also, the marginal distributions of yilmi,A are 

conditionally independent, with 

(1.5) 

(i=1, ... ,N) (Albert 1988). 

As an alternative to full-scale Bayes analyses for such GLMs, we will consider (parametric) 

empirical Bayes methods for estimating Jli· The general approach using Albert's conjugate model 

is described in §2, along with a short review of empirical Bayes approaches for this generalized 

linear setting. Details for binomial an~ Poisson regression are given in §3, where an example 

using a binomial-logistic model is also presented. Some extensions are noted in §4. 

2. Parametric empirical Bayes methods for GLMs 

2.1 Review 

The empirical Bayes (EB) paradigm is based on the concept that information about an 

unspecified (or less-than-fully-specified) prior distribution may be garnered from the marginal 

distribution of the Yi. The approach dates back to Robbins (1955), who formalized what is 

commonly called "non-parametric" EB analysis. Robbins' approach is non-parametric in the sense 

that the entire prior distribution is left unspecified; see Maritz and Lwin (1989, §§1-2). Our 

emphasis will be directed towards parametric EB analysis (Morris 1983), where the form of the 

prior distribution is pre-specified, and complete specification via intermediate estimation of the 

prior parameters is of interest. Kass and Steffey (1989) refer to this structure as a conditionally 

independent hierarchical model. 

Methods of EB analysis have been extensively discussed (see Casella (1985)), including 

applications to various distributional members of the exponential family. These include estimation 

of binomial probabilities (Albert 1984; Berry and Christensen 1979; Brier, Zacks and Marlow 

1986), Poisson means (Hudson 1985), and, of course, normal means (Casella and Hwang 1983; 

Laird and Louis 1989). Martz and Waller (1982, §13) give a useful parametric EB overview for 
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many of the exponential family members, and some other distributions, with applications to 

reliability analysis. 

For analyses under a normal linear model, Singh (1985) discusses non-parametric EB 

estimation, while Nebebe and Stroud (1986) give parametric EB estimators. For specific EB 

applications under a normal linear model, see Rubin (1980), DuMouchel and Harris (1983), 

Strenio et al. (1983), Hui and Berger (1983), and Louis (1989). EB applications for a Poisson 

regression model are noted by O'Bryan (1979), Clayton and Kaldor (1987), and Hudson (1985). 

For binomial linear modeling, Duffy and Santner (1989) discuss EB methodology directed at 

logistic regression, i.e., for the specific case of g(J.L) = /og{Jl/(1--J.L)}, where Jl is the probability of 

response under binomial sampling. Duffy and Santner effectively assume a multivariate normal 

prior on the regression parameters, ~- N(O,a2I) (in similar fashion to the full-scale Bayes 

approach taken by Zellner and Rossi (1984)), and then employ a form of the EM algorithm 

(Dempster, Laird and Rubin 1977) to achieve an EB estimate of a2; see also Santner and Duffy 

(1989, §5.4). This is similar to the approach taken by Laird (1978) for EB estimation of effects in 

two-way contingency tables. 

22 Introducing a GLM into the EBformat 

. Empirical Bayes estimators are often recognized as belonging to a class known as shrinkage 

estimators (Casella 1988). That is, they often may be interpreted as "shrinking" an estimate away 

from the observations or cell means, and towards some fitted sub-model. The exponential family 

discussed herein is a good example of this phenomenon: For the family in (1.1), and under the 

conjugate prior (1.2), we construct a (marginal) log-likelihood function associated with the 

parameters m' = [mt' .. mN] and A.. Incorporating the GLM gives mi = g- 1 (x{~). Maximizing this 

function with respect to ~ and A. yields marginal maximum likelihood (MML) estimates {3 and i, 
which are substituted into the Bayes estimator of Jli: 

<l'i y· + 
"' 1 

..... 
A. ..... g-l(x{~) (2.1) 

Cl>i + A. Cl>i + A. 

(i=1, ... ,N). As '£ increases away from zero, J.LTB "shrinks" away from Yi and towards the 

estimated prior mean ~i = g- 1(x{~). 
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To fmd the MML estimates, we view the joint marginal density as a marginal likelihood, 

N 

L(I3,A) = II f(Yi lgi1 ,A) 
i = 1 

(notice the use of the conditional independence of the Yi). The individual marginal densities, 

f(yilmi.A), are given in (1.5). The marginal log-likelihood becomes 

li(I3,A) = f log { c(yi, <pi)} + I log {k(mi,A) - k(Yi<pi + miA, <pi + A)} (2.2) 
i = 1 i = 1 <pi + A 

The MML estimates maximize (2.2) with respect to 13 and A. Kass and Steffey (1989) note that 
- . 

employing the MML estimates in (2.1) actually approximates, to order 1/N, the full Bayes 

estimator~ under an (improper) independent uniform hyper-prior on 13 and A. Thus the 

(parametric) EB estimates possess interpretation as approximations to the corresponding Bayes 

estimates under vague prior information. 

Estimation of the posterior standard deviation or, effectively, the posterior variance of Jli is also 

possible under an EB format. It is inappropriate, however, to mimic the EB estimate for Jli = 

b'(Si) and simply substitute the MML estimates ~i and i into var[b'(Si)lyi,mi,A], since the simple 

substitution fails to take account of the variation in the MML estimators. Several authors have 

recognized this phenomenon- e.g., Casella (1988), Laird and Louis (1989), Kass and Steffey 

(1989)- and note that an additional term is required in the variance estimator to account for this 

increase in variability. That is, the variance, var[b'(Si)lyi,mi,A], evaluated at ~i and X. is, formally, 

which may be appropriate as a point estimate of the posterior variance of b'(Si), but not a variance 

estimate of JliEB. Since the true values of mi and A are unknown, the variance estimator of JlfB, to 

be useful, must be unconditional on mi and A. To achieve such, a standard calculation shows 

where the outer expectation and variance are taken with respect to the joint distribution of mi and A 

(cf. Kass and Steffey (1989)). Thus var[b'(80IYi· mi=~i. A=i] gives an estimate of only the first 

portion of var[b' (Si) 1Y]; an additional term is required to avoid variance underestimation. 
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Following Kass and Steffey (1989), we construct the additional term for the variance estimator 

by assuming the existence of some hyper-prior for ~ and A., say 1t(~,A.), and note that the log

posterior likelihood with respect to these parameters has the form log{L(~,A.)1t(~,A.)}. The 

corresponding inverse negative Hessian matrix is denoted by I, = { O'jk}. If we take 1t(~,A) to 

represent an independent, uniform hyper-prior, then I, is simply the inverse negative Hessian 

matrix for the MML function, with 

I:-1 = 

{ ilL}{ ilL} 
a~j apk apj a A. 

ilL 
aA.2 

Denoting crjk as the (j,k)th element of I, evaluated at the MML estimate, we obtain (Kass and 

Steffey 1989) 

...... ...... ...... 

var[b'(Si) I y] "" var[b'(Si) I Yi' ii\, A.] + L L crj k Bj Bk (2.3) 
j k 

where 

...... a 
B· = -E[b'(S·)Iy· m· A.]l J 1 1' 1' "" 

a~j ~;.. 
(j=l, ... ,P) 

and 

These latter quantities simplify to 

; = 1: am;l UJ (j=l, ... ,P) 
~ ap. 

cpi+ll. J "" 
~A. 

and BP+l = cpi(~i- Yi)/(cpi + i..)2• Also, some simplification in var[b'(Si)IYi.~i.i..] may be available 

by recalling that var[b'(Si)lyi,mi,A.l = E[b"(Si)lyi>mi>A.]/(cpi +A.), i=l, ... ,N. 
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3. Distribution-specific examples 

3.1 Binomial model 

Suppose we observe proportions Yi = wi/~i. where the ~i are (known) positive integers and 

W i- (indep.) b(~i.Jli), along with a set of predictor variables Xi'= [x1 .. ·xp]. i=1, ... ,N. The 

parameters of interest are the probabilities Jli; the natural parameter is related to these probabilities 

via ei = log{Jli/(1-Jli)}. Hence, Jli = b(Si) = log{1 + exp(Si)} and b'(8i) = 1/{1 + exp(-8i)}. 

Also, for this density, c(y.~) is the binomial coefficient 

We leave the form of the link function unspecified for now, but will examine a special case (a 

logistic link) in the data example below. 

Under Albert's (1988) conjugate prior (1.2), we specify 

k(~ A) = log { rO .. )} 

, log { r(II1i A)} + log { r(A- ~A)} 
(3.1) 

where r(·) is the (complete) gamma function (Abramowitz and Stegun 1972, equ. 6.1.1). This 

corresponds to the familiar beta prior for J.li over the unit interval: 1t(Jlil a, 6) = 

r(a+6) J.1~1(1-Jli) 6-l, with a= miA and 6 = A.- miA.. In its more general form on e = 
r(a)r(6) 1 

log{Jl/(1-Jl)}, this is 

1t(S I a, 6) = r( a+ 6) (1 + e ~) 1 - a (1 + e e) 1 - 6 e ~ 
r(a)r(6) (l+e~2 

This is a form of beta-logistic density, noted, e.g., by Leonard et al. (1989), since at a=6=1 we 

recover the standard logistic density e·9t(l +e-9)2• 

At a= miA and 6 = A- miA, and under mi=g-1(x{p), we construct the (marginal) likelihood 

function ll.(p,A) based on (2.2). This is found to have gradient elements 

U=l, ... ,P) and 
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ao_ == N'Jf(A.) + f { mi [ 'Jf( <pi Yi + mi A.) - 'JI(mi A.)] 
a A. i = 1 

The function 'Jf(·) is the di-gamma function: 'Jf(ro) == dlogr(ro)/dro. Since this function satisfies 

'Jf(ro + n) = 'JI(ro) + :Le=1 (ro + v- 1)-1 

for integer-values of n (Abramowitz and Stegun 1972, equ. 6.3.6), the binomial's marginal 

likelihood gradients simplify to 

~ == "-I ami { f 1 
a~j i = 1 a~j v = 1 IDj A. + v- 1 

(3.2) 

ao_ = f { I mi . - I 1 + <p-fi 1-IDj } 

a A. i = 1 v = 1 mi A. + v - 1 v = 1 A. + v - 1 v = 1 A.- mi A. + v - 1 

where Wi = Yi<pi> i=1, ... ,N; j=1, ... ,P. Specification of the link function g(·) allows for 

computation of mi and amJd~j in (3.2). 

Solving ()D,f()~j = 0 (j=1, ... ,P), ()D,f()A. == 0 yields MML estimates ~ and i... (In any such 

calculations below, we employed a gradient search algorithm, such as given by Fletcher (1970).) 

These estimates are then employed in (2.1). 

Variance estimation is achieved via (2.3); specific forms for the second derivatives of D, that 

mak~ up the elements of L-1 are given in the Appendix (§ A.1 ). These quantities are evaluated at ~. 

i for use in i = {ajk}. Also, b'(8) = 1/(1 + e-9), b"(8) = e-9/(l+e-9)2, so b"(8) = b'(8)

{b'(8)} 2• Thus, equating var[b'(8i)lyi>mi,A.] == E[b"(8i)lyi,mi,A]/(<pi +A.)= E[(b'(8i)

{b'(8)} 2)lyi,mi>A]/(<pi +A.) with the well-known relation var[b'(8i)lyi,mi,A] = 

E[{b'(8)} 2lyi>mi,A]- E2[b'(8)!yi.mi.A] yields an expression for var[b'(8i)lyi,mi,A] in terms of 

only E[b'(8)lyi,mi~A] and <pi+A. Substituting the MML estimates into this expression gives 

,... E[b'(8)ly- ~- ~] "' ' e I "' 1 , •• "!. ' ' e I "' var[b ( ) Yi ,mi ,A.] == ,... (1 - E[b ( ) Yi ,ffij ,A.]) 
~+A.+1 

or simply var[b'(80IYi.~i,i..] == Jl~B(1-J.LfB)/(<pi+~+1). This is employed in the variance estimator 

based on (2.3): 



3.2 Empirical Bayes logistic regression 

Specification of a logistic lil,lk function for g(·) under the binomial model results in a form of 

EB logistic regression. Thus, for 

mi = (1 + exp{-x{~})-1 

we find ami/a~j = Xijm?exp { -x{~} for use in (3.2). The EB estimates of J.li can be written as 

(. 1 N) V . . EB b ed 1= , ... , . anance estimates, vi , are as on, e.g., 

for use in (A.1). 

. f EB computation o vi . 

a2mi = XijXikmi3 exp { -x{~} ( exp { -xi'P} - 1) , 
apjapk 

A A "' 2 A A 

Also, o j = AXij(mi) exp{-x{P}/(<pi+A) (j=1, ... ,P) is necessary for the 

As an illustrative example, consider the toxicological data given by Dunnick et al. (1988). 

Those authors reported on nasal toxicity in rodents after inhalation exposure to the solvent 

stabilizer 1 ,2-epoxybutane. For instance, in male rats the observed rates of nasal inflammation at 

the three dose exposures x1=0 (control), x2=200, and x3=400 ppm were seen to be y1=0.18, 

y2=0.72, and y3=0.84, with <pi=50 'v'i. Modeling the dose response via the logistic model as 

detailed above, and employing a simple linear predictor in dose -lli = ~~ +P2xi (P=2) - yields 

the ?v1ML estimates i= 102.22 and P=[ -1.18 0.0082]'. The estimated prior means are ( 1 + exp {

[P1+P2xi]})-1 = 0.236, 0.613, and 0.891 (i=1,2,3, respectively), with associated EB estimates 

Xi 0 200 400 

J.lF 0.216 0.649 0.875 

EB 3.01x1o-3 3.06x1o-3 1.66x1o-3 . V· 1 

3.3 Poisson model 

An additional model of interest for regression analysis of discrete data involves the Poisson 

distribution: Yi- Poisson(ui), i=1, ... ,N. Some Bayes approaches for fitting Poisson regressions 
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were noted above; classical methods for fittingPoisson regression are discussed, e.g., in Frome et 

al. (1973), Frome (1983), and Lawless (1987). 

Within the exponential family as given in (1.1), the scale parameters under the Poisson model 

are all set to unity. The function c(yh<pi) is simply c(yi,<j)i) = 1/yd, while b(Si) = exp{Si}. 

To employ an EB approach for estimation of the Jli under a Poisson linear model, we consider 

the prior specification k(mhA.) = miA.logA. -Iog{r(miA.)} into the conjugate prior (1.2). This 

corresponds to the familiar gamma prior on Jli: 

Thus, given a link specification for mi=g-1 (x/~), we calculate EB estimates using the MML 

estimates, as above. The marginal log-likelihood function can be shown to take the form 

U.(~,A.) = LI:1 { Iog(1/yi!)} + A.milogA. -logr(A.mJ- (yi+A.mJlogr(A.+ 1) + logr(yi+A.mJ } . 

Low-order derivatives of this Poisson (marginal) likelihood (i.e., gradient and negative Hessian 

elements) are given in §A.2. Recall that the negative Hessian elements are evaluated at the MML 

estimates in constructing~= { tljkl for calculation ofvF; see (2.3). We also require 

A A A 2 
(j=1, ... ,P) and o P+l = (mi- Yi)/(A. + 1) . Since b'(Si) = b"(Si) = exp { Si}, we have 

var[b'(Si)lyi.mi.A.] = E[b"(Si)lyi,mi.A]/(A.+1) = E[b'(8i)lyi.mi.A.]/(A.+1). Hence we employ 

A A EB " 
var[b'(Si)lyi,mi,A] = Jli /(A.+1) (i=1, .. ,N) for use in 

A specific (and common) choice for the link is a log-linear characterization. This is g(Jl) = 

fogJl, with mi = exp{x{~}, SO that dmJd~j = XijeXp{x{~} = Xijmi and ()2mi/d~jd~k = XijXikmi. 
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4. Extensions 

4.1 Fitting extended parametric link families 

The specification of the link function g(·) in the GLM can be extended into a larger family, say 

with the function g(Jl;y). The (possibly vector-valued) parameter yidentifies the parametric family 

of interest. Common choices for this extended link employ basic forms from which more complex 

functions are constructed. For instance, much of the activity in constructing extended link families 

has been directed at the binomial model (Morgan 1988); therein, one can embed the popular logistic 

link into a larger family in assorted ways, such as 

(4.1) 

The logistic link is recovered in (4.1) at y=O, while y=1 corresponds to a complementary-log model 

(also called a "one-hit" model). Whittemore (1983) employs (4.1) in comparing logistic versus 

exponential sub-models for carcinogenicity data. Zellner and Rossi (1984) discuss a similar issue 

- model selection between a logit and probit fit - employing instead a posterior odds ratio in 

their selection process; also see Smith and Spiegelhalter (1980). 

A parametric EB approach to estimation of Jli under an extended link follows in similar fashion 

to that noted in §2, above. Construct the (extended) marginal likelihood 

IL(p,A.,y) = f {log { c(yi,<J>i)} + k[g-l(x{p;y) ' A.] - J Yi Cf>i + A.g-l(x{p;y) ' Cf>i + "-] } 
i = 1 1 Cf>i +A. 

and find MML estimates~. ~,andy by maximizing ll.(p,A.,y). We also write ~i = g-1(x{p;y). 

The EB estimates are then computed using an obvious extension of (2.1). 

Variance estimation is accomplished as above: implicitly assuming an independent vague 

(uniform) hyper-prior for y under the Kass-Steffey (1989) formulation, we form the negative 

inverse Hessian matrix for the P+2 parameters p, A., andy, and then evaluate the individual 

elements at the MML estimates. We also require 

= -"'- arii:i 
~~1 <i>i + ~ ay ~~1 

for use in (2.3). 
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4.2 Example: Binomial model (continued) 

Continuing our development of the binomial model, we can construct an extended likelihood 

under a beta prior for ~i in the same form as seen in §3.1, except that mi is now a function of they

parameter: mi = g-1(x{j3;y). Thus, equations (3.2) and (A.1) retain validity. Some additional 

low-order derivatives required for MML estimation of y and of the vfB are given in §A.3. 

As an extension of the logistic example discussed in §3.2, we employed Whittemore's (1983) 

sub-exponential family in (4.1) to the rodent nasal toxicity data discussed therein. Specifically, we 

took 

exp {x{l3} -y 

1 + exp { x{j3} - y 

~= (4.2) 

0 otherwise 

"' Applied to the male rat nasal inflammation data, this model achieves MML estimates of A. = 

129.25, ~ = [2.72 7.06x10-4]', andy= 15.02. These yield the following extended EB 

estimates: 

x· 1 0 200 400 

~rs 0.182 0.718 0.839 

EB 2.92x10-3 2.68x10-3 1.63x10-3 V· 1 

If desired, greater accuracy in the estimation process may be attainable by moving to second-order 

formulae for posterior moments of b'(9), as given by Kass and Steffey (1989). This is typically 

achieved under greater computational expense, however. 
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Appendix 

A.l. Marginal likelihood derivatives for binomial model 

Variance estimation under (2.3) for the binomial model from §3.1 requires the elements of the 

negative Hessian matrix, 1:-1. These include 

(A.1) 

These quantities are evaluated at~. ~ for use in :E = { crj k}. 

A2. Marginal likelihood derivatives for Poisson model 

For the (marginal) likelihood under the Poisson model from §3.2, the gradient elements are 

~ = Af ~ {zogA + I 1 }· G=l, ... P) 
a~j i = 1 a~j v = 1 ~A+ v- 1 

all.= _lLy + .f m·{-1 + log{_A_} + f 1 } 
dA N+1 i=l 1 1+A l+A v=l miA+V-1 

Also, the negative Hessian elements involve 
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and 

A A A A 

As above, these latter quantities are evaluated at ~. A for use in L = { cr j kl, which is in tum 

necessary for variance estimation under (2.3). 

A.3. Marginal likelihood derivatives for extended binomial model 

For the (marginal) likelihood under the extended binomial model from §4.2, the additional 

gradient element for the y-parameter is 

ao. N ~ 
- = I A-D1(Yi· A) 
ay i = 1 ay 

The negative second derivatives include 

(A.2) 

where, for notation's sake, we set 

'\ ~wi '\ 1 }IJl·-w· '\ '\ 1 
n1 Cyi,/\.) = ~V=1 Cmi/\. + v - 1 r - "'-V~ 1 , cJ\, - ffii/\. + v - 1 r , 

D2(Yi.A) = L:~1 (miA + V - 1)-2 + Lv~~wi (A - miA + V - 1)-2 , 

and Wi = Yi<l'i· These are evaluated at the M:ML estimates for construction of vrB. All of these 

quantities depend, of course, on the specific functional form chosen for the extended link family. 

For example, under Whittemore's extended family (4.2), 

ami = XijeXp {X{~}/( 1 + exp {X{~} - y)2 , 
a~j 
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= xijxikexp {x{~} (1-exp {xt~} -y) 
(1 +exp {xt~} -rY 

dillj = -{1 + exp{x{~} -y)-2 , 
ay 

for use in (2.3), ()O,{dy and (A.2), above. 
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